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Campus community observes MLK 
day with march, tree-
By Janet Meana
Staff Writer
A silen t m arch, 
commemorating Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr., took place 
M onday at noon on the 
Allendale campus of Grand 
Valley State University.
Freezing temperatures and 
bright sunlight accompanied 
the more than 100 students, 
facu lty  and sta ff that 
participated in the walk that 
w as p art o f  a w eek long 
celebration in honor of King.
The 30-minute walk started 
on the library mall, looped 
around the east side of the 
Commons to Kleiner Commons 
and then proceeded along 
Campus Drive to the Cook- 
DeWitt Center.
A tree planting ceremony 
was then held in front of the 
Center. LeLande Bond, a Grand 
V alley  sen ior, read the 
inscriptions on the bronze 
p laque to the crow d, "In  
memory of a man with a plan" 
and "It was only a dream but it 
woke up the world."
Part of King's "I Have a 
Dream" speech was then given
Please see MLK, P- 2 Students and professors walk across campus in silence to pay tribute to Martin PHOTO BY ERIK HOLLADAY
Downtown: Additional 
build ings planned to house 
Seidman and graduate library
By M el Cronenwett *  
News Editor
A committee of Grand Valley 
State University staff members 
proposed  a m aster plan to 
construct a business school, a 
graduate library, an international 
trad e cen ter and a student 
commons west of the Eberhard 
Center.
According to Matt McLogan, 
vice president for university 
relations, the next steps in the 
project are:
• presenting the plan to the 
u n iversity  governm ent for 
approval
•acquiring the land necessary 
to expand
•getting the state to approve 
the plan and finance the building 
McLogan said the Grand Valley 
U n iv ersity  Found ation , the 
university fund raising group,
Please see PLAN, p. 2
State rep 
to hold 
open  
office 
hours
State R ep resentative 
Leon Stille will hold open 
office hours Jan. 25, from 
10 a.m. until 11:30 a.m. at 
the Allendale Township 
Hall, 6676 Lake Michigan 
Drive.
Rep. Stille, a Republican 
from Ferrysburg, was 
elected last fall to represent 
the 89th district, which is 
comprised of northern and 
eastern Ottawa County, 
including Allendale and 
the GVSU campus.
Rep. Stille  invites 
anyone with questions 
about state government or 
m atters before the 
legislature to drop by 
during open office hours. 
No appointm ent is 
necessary.
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S ig n s of the 
season: 
Emergency 
closing policy
Grand V alley State 
University will close all or 
part of its operations only in 
case of extreme emergency 
caused by impassable roads, 
violent weather, energy loss, 
or other conditions seriously 
endangering the health and 
safety of students, faculty and 
staff. N orm ally, L. V. 
Eberhard Center will dose 
only when the A llendale 
campus is dosed.
Announcement of closing 
w ill be m ade over the 
following area stations. Fora 
m ore detailed update on 
campus conditions and area 
roads, tune to WGVU-FM 885 
and W GVU-AM 1480.
Every effort will be made 
to make the dedsion to close 
so that the announcement can 
be made over the stations as 
early as possible, but no later 
than 7 a.m . for daytim e 
classes, and 3 p.m. for evening 
classes.
Everyone should assume 
we are open unless they hear 
otherwise on the radio or 
television. Students, faculty, 
and staff are asked not to call 
the Grand V alley State 
University switchboard to ask 
about dosings, but instead to 
listen for the information on 
the radio or television.
RADIO 
Grand Rapids 
WOOD-AM 1300 
WOOD-FM 105.7 
WCUZ-AM 1230 
WCUZ-FM 101 
WLAV-FM 97 
WGVU-FM 88.5 
WKLQ-FM 945 
WMUS-FM 107 
WJFM-FM 93.7 
WFUR-FM 102.9 
WCSG-FM 91.3 
WGRD-FM 97.9 
WODJ-FM 107.3 
Grand Haven
W GHN-AM1370 
WGHN-FM 92.1 
Holland 
WJQ-FM 99.3 
W JQ-AM 1260 
WYXX-FM 96.1 
WHTC-AM 1450 
Muskegon 
W MUS-AM1090 
WMUS-FM 107 
WQWQ-FM 101.7 
WKJR-AM 1520 
WSNR-FM 104.5 
WKBZ-AM 850
TELEVISION 
WWMT—  Channel 3 
WZZM— Channel 13 
WXMI— Channel 17 
WOOD— Channel 8 
WGVU— Channel 35
When classes are canceled, all 
em ployees are expected to 
report for w ork unless the 
closing announcement indicates 
that only "essential employees" 
need report. The following 
personnel are considered 
essential and are expected to 
report:
Dept, of Public Safety Services 
Plant Services 
Food Service 
Housing
Information Technology 
WGVU-AM/FM/TV 
Eberhard C enter Building 
Management 
Field House Management 
Library Services 
U nless G rand V alley  is 
o fficia lly  closed , faculty 
members are expected to hold 
their dassesas usual. Individual 
faculty members who wish to 
cancel a class or other event 
should do so only with 
permission of their dean.
In such cases, faculty members 
are responsible for notifying 
students for each class they 
teach. The media will announce 
com plete clo sin g s, not 
cancellation of classes or events.
■ ■ 1  THE PILLAR SOCIETY PRESENTS ■ ■ ■  
The G ro ver H erm ann Freedom  L ectu re  Series
“The Politics of Race & Sex on Campus”
Dinesh D’Souza
John IV1. Olin Fellow at 
the American Enterprise Institute
Thursday, Ja n u a ry  21st at 7 :3 0  P.M . 
Louis A rm stron g T h eatre
Co-sponsored by tbe Young America’s Foundation 
Funded in part by the Student Life Fee
I or more inlormalion. contact Pillar Society President Michael Curry at 784-5721 or I acuity Xdusor Professor Ben Lockerd at 125 Lake Huron hall, 895-3575
Preston Hopson Ull Grand Rapids City High School junior, recites 
part ofM LK's speech "IHave a Dream" at the tree-planting ceremony.
PHOTO BY ERIK HOUADAY
M LK,from p. 1 ---------------------
by Preston Hopson III, a Grand 
Rapids City High School junior.
Hopson was introduced as a 
4.0 student and the new Martin 
Luther King.
"It feels good," he later said, 
"and no one is ever going to be 
as great as he was, but we all 
need to do our part."
King delivered his "I Have a 
Dream" speech at the Lincoln 
Memorial on August 28, 1963 
during a march In Washington 
D.C. for dvil rights.
"W ithout his dream  it 
wouldn't be the way it is now," 
said Lori Grimes, a psychology 
major at Grand Valley.
Chelsea Young, a computer 
sdence major, said, "Keeping 
his dream alive reminds us of 
what he fought for."
Both G rim es and Y oung 
performed in the third annual 
oratorical contest that was held 
on the Promenade Deck of the 
Kirkhof Center after the tree 
p lanting cerem ony.
Contestants recited poetry and 
gave speeches pertaining to the 
them e of the w eek-long 
celebration, "United to Fulfill 
the Dream."
First place was won by Bond.
A dynamic speaker, he stated that 
"change starts with self."
The events for the Martin Luther 
King celebration were organized 
by a committee of students, faculty 
and staff, according to Michelle 
Viera, the Assistant Director of 
the Multicultural Center and also 
a member of the committee.
Viera said she thought the
turnout for the afternoon's 
events was fantastic.
The celebration started last 
Frid ay  and con tin ues 
throughout the week. It will 
conclude with a video, Martin 
Luther King 1954-1965, at5 p.m. 
this Friday in the Cabins of the 
Kirkhof Center.
PLAN, from p. 1 --------------------
has review ed the p lan  and 
President Lubbers is informing 
the campus community of the 
plan.
Lubbers will then present the 
m aster plan to the Board of 
Control, approval of the plan is 
expected in 1993.
Although much of the land 
targeted for the project was given 
to the university by Steelcase, 
three areas of the land are not yet 
owned by the university.
Negotiations are being made 
with Mt. Vernon Foundry Co., 
15 Mt. Vernon NW.
The additional land is owned 
by Mayer Industries Inc., 37 Mt. 
Vernon NW; Servall Co., 440 
Lake Michigan Dr. NW; and 
ModularTransportationCo.,421 
W. Fulton.
A p ed estrian  w alkw ay 
underneath U.S. 131 will connect 
the west side of the campus to 
the Eberhard Center.
Two parking lots will be built 
on the north and south sides of 
the new building.
The project is expected to cost 
$30-$40 m illion . M ichigan 
legislature authorized Grand 
Valley to plan an additional 
building on the Grand Rapids 
campusby appro ving Public Act
220 in 1989.
The D ep artm ent o f 
Management and Budget will 
review the program statement, 
outiiningcampusenrollmentand 
how the pro jected  bu ild ing  
would be used, and give it to the 
Capital Outlay Committee.
"(The response from) Capital 
Outlay varies from year-to-year," 
McLogansaid. "There are factors 
that we have little control over, 
such as the amount of money 
available and what programs 
from other universities we have 
to compete with."
He said that it typically takes 
five to six years from the time the 
program statement is filed for 
the state to consider construction.
A lthough a new  scien ce 
building wasauthorized in 1986, 
it has not yet received funding 
from the state.
The plan is in ten d in g  to 
provid e m ore sp ace at the 
Allendale campus, as well as the 
Grand Rapids campus.
Seidman School of Business 
would be moved com pletely 
from Allendale to the Grand 
Rapids campus.
The graduate library would be 
a supplem ent to Z um berge 
Ubraiy and house a collection 
that would be useful to the
business program and the 10 
o th er m a ste r 's  program s 
available downtown, McLogan 
said.
Both of these projects were 
filed in a project statement in 
1991. Tne new  program  
statement includes plans for an 
international trade center and a 
student commons.
The international tradecenter 
is d esigned  to expand the 
in tern atio n a liza tio n  o f the 
Seid m an curricu lum  and 
p ro v id e serv ices to local 
businesses who wish to do 
businessabroad, McLogan said.
"T h e university  not only 
serves the students," McLogan 
said. "But we have an additional 
obligation to provide important 
public services."
^ A D W ^ K i T A G E
RE NT ACAR
We Rent To: 18 &
older with credit card
CARS & VANS 
Special Weekend Rates
Grand Rapids
3795 28th SW
Grand Haven 
424 S. Beechtrtx
Holland 
176 Colum bia
Same Picturesque Wooded Setting 
2-Story Walk-Out Townhouses With Patio 
1100-1400 Square Feet/Townhouse 
Within 5 Minutes of Campus 
Washers/Dryers On Site BEACH VOLLEYBALL COURT 
$155-$ 170 Per Month Each Student 
(Based On Occupancy Of 4)
NEW TOWNHOUSES AVAILABLE FOR OCCUPANCY 8-1-93!
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE 
8 Existing Townhouses CAIr TODAY 
2  Bedrooms/Townhouses A TOWNHOUSE ^
1.5 Bathrooms FOR YOU!!
8 7 4 - 9 0 5 4
IN TRQ D U C1N  G:
6 Brand JSfew Houses 
2 Bedrooms/Townhouse 
1.5 Bathrooms
T O D A  Y !■ FORTITUDE • PRUDENCE • TEMPERANCE • JUSTICE
New year can continue 
the season of giving
Can-Can: Clubs to hold dance fo r charity
— January 20,1993 TheLanthorn Page 3
osal tabled again
By Lori Gruntman 
Staff Writer
Hoe-Down for the Hungry 
will be held Jan. 24 from 7  to 
10 p.m. in the Promenade 
Deck in the Kirkhof Center.
The event, co-sponsored by 
the Ravine Club, the Cross 
Cultural Q ub , and the Euchre 
Club, is part of a week-long
canned food drive, according to 
Steven Nicolet o f the Volunteer 
Center.
The Hoe-Down will feature 
Jim Unger as caller, and he will 
teach p artic ip an ts d ances 
including the square dance, line 
dance, and the Texas Two-Step.
Entrance into the Hoe-Down 
is two canned food goods. Chili 
and lemonade will be served.
For those dressing in western 
attire, there will be a contest 
for the best costume.
On Friday at noon, foe co­
sponsors will be involved in 
building a sculpture with the 
cans collected throughout the 
week, competing for a first 
prize of $100, which, if won, 
will be donated to charity, said 
Nicolet.
Foundation encourages organ donation
that could save a life. possible donors discuss their
The theme of foe statewide feelings with their loved ones, 
campaign sponsored by foe “Sign ing a donor card
By Heather K ish 
Staff Writer
Even though someone's 
name is added to an organ 
donation waiting list every 
30 minutes, only one-third of 
the 1,300 Michigan residents 
awaiting a transplant may 
receive one.
The N ation al Kidney 
Foundation of Michigan is 
urging Michigan residents to 
makeaNewYear'sresoludon
NKFM is Sign your name to save 
a life.
"W e are encou raging 
Americans to make a am ple 
resolution that may one day 
help to save someone else's 
life," said Dan Carney NKFM 
executive director.
TheNKFMnotonlysupports 
people to sign an organ donor 
card, but it also urges that
Faculty members 
asked to equal student 
effort in blood drive
B y H eather K ish  
>£ ta ffW rite r i__
The V olunteer! GVSU 
p ro g ra m  an d  the 
Am erican Red C ross of 
O ttaw a C o u n ty  are 
asking that m ore faculty 
o f G V S U  b eco m e 
in volved  in  d o n atin g  
blood.
A blood drive will be 
held on Jan . 27 in the 
P ro m e n a d e  D eck  of 
Kirkhof C enter from  11 
a.m . - 4:45 p.m.
T h e tw o sp o n so rs  
w ish to draw  the 
p ercentage of facu lty  
m em bers who donate 
b lo o d  c lo s e r  to the 
percentage of students 
who donate.
The w h o le  p ro ce ss  
ta k e s  o n ly  30  to 45 
m in u te s  to co m p le te  
and d o n a tio n s  are 
need ed  g re a tly  now .
There is a short supply of 
blood at the O ttaw a County 
Am erican Red Cross due to 
the holiday season.
STANDALE QUALITY OUTLET
BUY AND SELL NEED "CASH” SEE USI 
GOLD. DIAMONDS. SILVER, TVs, VCRs, 
STEREOS. RADIOS,SPEAKERS. VIDEO 
GAMES. TOOLS, ETC. ITEMS HELD 18 
DAYS. 3868 LAKE MICHIGAN DRIVE IN 
FABLES PLAZA NEXT TO VIDEO TYME
ALL Ofi TAT!
LABATTS-------------♦
COORS UGHT-----♦
BUD DRY-----------♦
BUD UGHT---------♦
KILLIAN'S RED----- ♦
MILLER UTE--------♦
MILLER RESERVE— ♦
^  This coupon is ndumoMt for ' '
75
Pitchers 
ALL 
Nite
Jose s South Longl
18 2 0  4 4 th  St. SW
Just west of Burlingame
GU!*. 'N
^ 3 &
golden g
TANNING
N E W  M A N A G E M E N T !  
Aerobics Now Available! 
Call for Info
b u l b )
C a l l  © 9 S - 6 6 9 2
Located In Grand Valley Food
C e n te r  P laza  . .  ,  i
q R E A T
ejJT G rand valley state
UNIVERSITY STUDENT SPECIAL 
"LOOK GOOD AND FEEL GREAT’
with ID $2.50 visit
GOLDEN G4&> 
/  — TANNING
l  Oo^membershlp
for students
indicates your wish to become 
a donor, but at the time of 
donation, your next-of-kin 
m ust still co n sen t,"  said 
Carney:
NKFM is a United W ay 
agency which holds foe goal 
of helping anyone in need of a 
transplant to receive one.
For m ore in form atio n , 
contact foe National Kidney 
Foundation of Michigan, Inc. 
at 313-971-2800 or 800-482- 
1455.
Zoning
By Chris 
Olsen 
Staff Writer
On Jan. 18, 
foe Allendale 
P l a n n i n g  
Com m ission 
tabled the 
z o n i n g  
proposal after 
two hours of 
debate.
F u r t h e r  
study of foe 
proposal and 
its  in trica te  Phil Brutmel-Zoning Commissioner 
wording was foe reason for 
this last tabling.
A proposal to form a task 
force to investigate and 
determine the options for 
the commission was passed,
as was a 
motion for 
a public ' 
hearing at 
foe next 
commission 
meeting.
The 
public 
hearing 
will be 
restricted 
to the 
issues of 
foe
wording 
that caused 
foe
PHOTO BY ERIK 
HOLLADAY
to table the proposal on 
Monday.
The date and time of the 
hearing  w ill be posted  a t 
Allendale Township Hall.
S t e a k  L o v e r k
P i z z a  i s  r e a l ly
w d l d o n e . _
Stop and smell the pizza; ! ©
New Steak Lover's Pizza
Get a FREE regular soft drink when you purchase a Steak Lover's-Pizza. Stop and smell
K leiner Com m ons
ZU oz expbes 130 93 ZUoz
the pizza.
Please mention coupon before cashier totals your purchase. One coupon per person per visit at the Pizia 
Hut® Express unit listed above. Not valid in commnation with any other offer l/20< cash redemption 
value. ©1993 Pizxa Hut, Inc. ® and TM designate registered trademark and trademark of Pina Hut, Inc.
■pE^-H ut.
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By Chris Olsen 
Staff Writer
Cruel and unusual: the 
crime or the punishment?
period of his life that prison 
would provide.
I then read on.
Dodd sexually abused 
and stabbed to death )  
brothers William Neer, 10, 
and Cole Neer, 11, in a 
Vancouver park.
I now felt rage and anger. 
A month later, Dodd 
abducted Lee Iseli, a 4-year- 
old boy from a Portland, 
Ore., school playground, 
and took him back to his
On Jan. 5, Westley Allen 
Dodd dropped from a 
trapdoor with nothing but a 
7'1" rope that was fastened 
around his neck, snug 
behind his left ear.
It was 12:05 a.m.
He was pronounced dead 
at 12:09a.m.
A screen was dropped in 
front of the witnesses due to 
the brutality of the hanging.
Cruel and unusual 
punishment had been the 
basis of 26 Washington 
residents case in the Wash­
ington Supreme Court to 
block the hanging of the 31- 
year-old child molester, 
murderer.
Dodd was hanged until 
dead, thus the cruel and 
unusual punishment plea 
failed, but not from Dodd's 
perspective. Rather than to 
die by lethal injection, he 
asked to be hanged to suffer 
the same as one of his 
victims did.
Is hanging a form of cruel 
and unusual punishment?
The State Legislature, 
religious groups, and even 
one of the mothers of the 
three boys that Dodd had 
tortured and murdered 
defended in court that 
hanging is cruel and 
unusual.
My first presumption of 
the hanging was an event of 
struggling, pain, and a slow 
gruesome death.
I even felt sorrow for 
Dodd, because he would 
V^loose his life, not just a______
apartment
Dodd tortured, sexually 
abused, and hanged the 
boy in a closet till dead 
before dumping his body 
in a lake.
I now wanted to be the 
one that had tightened the 
noose.
The hate I felt for Dodd 
now justified his sentence, 
and all remorse for this 
murderer had left me.
According to Dodd, 
death would be the only 
solution that would stop 
him from committing 
similar crimes in the future.
Dodd's execution by 
hanging had now been 
justified in my mind.
Cruelty is not "quick and 
clinical" as John K. Wiley of 
The Associated Press so 
described the hanging from 
a first persons point of 
view.
The severity of Dodd's 
crimes against those 
innocent children were 
cruel.
The murders were cruel 
and unusual, not the 
punishment.
History: Have we learned our lesson?
By Jennifer L. Wigger
Assistant Editor
Many a bored and frustrated child has asked, "Why do I 
have to leam history, when it deals with things in the past and 
not with real life."
The classic answer has been, "We leam from the past in 
order to avoid repeating the mistakes of the past."
We often seem to think that we have learned from the past. 
'What they did then, thqt was awful! But that could never 
happen today/ we say.
But have we learned? 1 used to think so, and would like to 
again, but these last few years have raised a lot of questions in 
my mind.
At the beginning of the century, a war started in the 
Balkans, and then escalated from there. Have we learned the 
lesson?
During World War II we witnessed the planned 
extermination of a people based on their ethnic group. We 
saw the pictures in class, and thought,' How awful. We 
would never let that happen.' Would we?
A few years ago we witnessed an oil spill that devastated 
the local environment. Vet restrictions were not adopted and 
the same type of disaster happens over and over.
The way that the world is being run today reminds me of 
the story of the Titanic, told to my history class so eloquently 
by Prof. Frances Kelleher.
The Titanic was very lavish, for the few rich passengers who 
were on it. The masses in third deck weren't important, and 
were even locked below deck when the boat began to sink.
There was an iceberg warning at the time drat the Titanic 
was sailing through the waters. But the Titanic was invincible. 
It was the best ship in the world. It couldn't be sunk. No-one 
had a plan for evacuation in case of emergency. As a result, 
many of the life-boats (of which there were not enough 
anyway) left the boat half-empty. Reports show that if the 
boat had been going at an appropriately slow rate, the 
damage would not have been so severe, giving more time to 
save more people, more time to possibly signal another boat.
The Titanic was unprepared for disaster. Remind you of 
any other invincible ship?
FRANKLYspeaking
with Frank Buscemi
ENGLISH
CONFUSION
I guess it's been going on 
for a while and the time has 
finally come to say something 
about i t
The English language is 
screwy. How come so many 
words sound nothing like 
they are spelled? And how 
come words are spelled 
nothing like they sound?
And why is it that words 
are pronounced the same but 
spelled differendy? You 
know, like there, their and 
they're?
I think it's because some 
wise old British thinker many 
moons ago decided that the 
best way to make the United 
States a great nation was to 
integrate the languages of 
every single culture into it.
I spent some time in 
Canada over Christmas break. 
While I was there, well 
actually, while I was on my 
way there I was posing 
myself with many of these 
same questions.
When I went through 
Cadillac, for instance, I 
wondered if there was some 
guy named Cadillac who 
founded the city, so the 
townspeople named it after 
him. Or was he the founder 
of the Cadillac motor corpo­
ration? Or, did he found the 
city, and while the people 
were in the process of think­
ing of a name for the city they 
saw Mr. Cadillac driving a 
Cadillac to the city so they 
named it Cadillac.
When I reached Mackinaw 
City I became confused and 
bewildered. Mackinaw City 
is spelled and pronounced 
exactly as it looks - Mack-in- 
aw. Why is it that Mackinac 
Island, Mackinac Bridge and 
the Straits of Mackinac are all 
pronounced the same but 
spelled differently?
To further my knowledge, 
as well as to try to figure out 
the reasoning, I checked my 
local dictionary for pronun­
ciations and explanations. I 
found out that the word 
mackinaw (with a "w " at the 
end) means a short coat of 
thick wool, usually plaid. So, 
that city at the foot of the 
Mackinac Bridge is, in es­
sence, a short plaid, wool
town. Is it?
The dictionary says that it is 
standard to pronounce 
Mackinaw as it is spelled. It 
also says that Mackinac can be 
pronounced as either mack- 
in-aw or mack-in-ack. Take 
your pick, they're both right.
The same goes for Sault Ste. 
Marie. It's spelled to be 
pronounced like "salt" yet 
they pronounce it "soo". I 
like the "soo" version.
My friends and I went to an 
Ontario Hockey League game 
while we were in Canada.
The game was between the 
Windsor Spitfires and the Soo 
(spelled like that) Grey­
hounds. See my point? If you 
want someone to say some­
thing the correct way, it 
should be spelled phoneti­
cally, thus eliminating the 
confusion.
After careful consideration,
I figured that this may be the 
reason we're forced to take 15 
years of English classes.
That's why that one pathetic 
song "I Love You Period" is 
out on the radio now. It's all 
because someone thought that 
the English language should 
be fancy and special.
It all leads to pain and 
confusion. If the English 
language is so interchange­
able, then it is possible to 
invent our own words. How 
do you think "ain't" got into 
the dictionary?
So, I could invent a word 
right now, and hope it gets 
into the dictionary someday. 
Idiotrip.
That's my word. An 
idiotrip is defined as one of 
those times you're walking up 
or down stairs and you think 
there's more stairs than there 
really is. So, you take that 
extra step as if it was another 
stair and look like an idiot.
It's also one of those times 
when your walking and the 
terrain changes suddenly 
causing you to lose your 
balance and look like an idiot.
Simple, effective, dictionary 
ready.
So, friends, take a stand 
against those twos, ours and 
there's. See you all next time, 
watch out for those idiotrips.
Saddam vs the world, round 2
By Alan Babbitt
Staff Writer
My oh my, where has the 
time gone?
It seems like just yesterday 
1 was watching CNN to see 
the latest night-vision camera 
view of the bombing of 
Baghdad.
Now, thanks to Saddam 
Hussein's defiance, the 
Allied forces are at it again, 
bombing the capital c ity , in 
response to Iraq's refusal to 
comply with all of United 
Nation's regulations.
The funny thing is that, 
despite my slight mistrust of 
the American military 
complex, I do not feel one
ounce of sympathy for 
Saddam and the Iraqi people. 
In my opinion, they have 
brought this entire episode 
among themselves.
Iraq's biggest problem is 
their leader. He is, if not 
slightly mentally unbalanced, 
out of touch with the world 
and Western decision­
making. Those around 
Saddam must feel that unless 
they agree with his decisions 
and opinions, they will be 
executed. Thus they answer 
yes to everything he says.
"He doesn't speak any 
foreign languages, doesn't 
travel, doesn't read, and 
doesn't know the first thing 
Please see SADDAM, p. 12
Candlelight Vigil
kicks off MLK Week
By Inshir ah S. Peaks
Campus Life Editor
January 15 began the week- 
long events for the birthday 
celebration of Martin Luther 
King Jr.
The Candlelight Vigil birth­
day celebration was held at 
6:00p.m. in the Cook-DeWitt 
Center.
The event, organized and 
sponsored by Alpha Phi Al­
pha and the MLK committee, 
featured William Hardiman.
M ayor of Kentwood and 
alumnusof Grand Valley State 
University, Hardiman proved 
to be an intelligent, friendly 
and down to earth man.
He spoke on how students 
can work on "U niting the 
Dream ."
Also speaking were Don 
Williams of Minority Affairs 
and LeLande Bond who gave 
a surprise presentation of the 
famous "I Have A Dream" 
speech.
Kala Gibson, host of the 
program, did an excellent job 
of uniting eveiyone duri ng the 
lighting of the candles.
The structure of this pro­
gram turned out to be better 
than in previous years. How­
ever, many were disappointed 
that few people attended.
Although the Candlelight 
Vigil being such a significant 
and important event in the 
whole MLK week program, 
"Uniting the Dream," only 30 
people attended.
In order to keep this event as 
part of the MLk celebration 
week there has to be more 
support from others, includ­
ing students, faculty and staff, 
in the future.
A lot of important messages 
were delivered Friday night, 
and the program was excel­
lent!
PHCTO BY DAN IRVINC
Bill Hardiman, mayor of the City o f Kentwood, speaks to GVSU students Friday night in the Cook-DeWitt 
Center, shortly before a candleliglt birthday celebration for Martin Luther King Jr.
GVSU's Delta Zeta chapter wins 
awards at Province VI weekend
By Amy Vandenberg
Guest Writer
The Delta Zeta sorority 
attended the Province VI 
weekend this past fall.
Province VI consists of 
the nine Delta Zeta chapters 
in Michigan, as well as tire 
newly installed Canadian 
Chapter at the University 
of Windsor.
Grand Valley's chapter 
received the most presti­
gious honor which Delta 
Zeta N ationals aw ard, 
Pride of the Province. This 
award recognizes GVSU's 
chapter as being the top 
chapter in Michigan and 
Canada.
"It proved to me that our 
chapter could accomplish 
what our founding mem­
bers set out to do," said 
chap ter president Kim 
Velding, "and it challenged 
members to keep up the tra­
dition of excellence."
Delta Zeta also took three
"It proved to me that 
our chapter could ac­
com plish what our 
founding members set 
out to ao and it chal­
lenged members to keep 
up the tradition of ex­
cellence. "
Kim Velding 
Chapter President
silver awards, the highest 
awards given, in standards, 
choice programs and sister­
hood. The standards pro­
grams involves conducting 
capsules for the chapter to 
enrich them in aspects out­
side of Delta Zeta. Alcohol 
awareness is taught and em­
phasized by the choices pro­
gram, and sisterhood refers 
to the closeness and attitude 
of the sorority as a whole.
The chapter also received 
certificates for achieving ex­
cellence in their pledge pro­
gram, sorority education, 
social program, and attain­
ing total and quota.
Junior Renee Southgate 
was one of two Delta Zetas 
in die province who received 
the Evelyn Adams Costello 
Award. This is a scholarship 
which is awarded to Delta 
Zeta women who have a 
GPA over 2.7 and show out­
standing involvem ent in 
both sorority and extracur­
ricular campus activities.
/Students ^  
compete in 
MLK oratorical 
contest
By Inshirah S. Peaks
Campus Life Editor
In the Promenade Deck im­
mediately following the MLK 
march was an oratorical con­
test, in which students were 
asked to recite a poem, essay, 
speech, or drama on "Uniting 
to Fulfill the Dream".
The judges included: Patrice 
M cCrary, Enid Jones, Ray 
Richards, and Renaulte Allen. 
The winners were placed in 5 
places. First (dace was LeLande 
Bond(speech), 2nd Andrea 
Taylor (speech), 3rd Donald 
Fowler(speech), 4th Laurie 
Grimes, and Chelsea 
Young(drama), and 5th Felicia 
Houston (drama).
V  Please see CONTEST, p.6/
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Program focuses 
on interaction with 
senior citizens
/ CONTEST from p ..
While the judges tabulated their 
votes, the many students in the 
audience were given the oppor­
tunity to perform. Morestudents 
than expected rose to the occa­
sion, including Keisha 
Elkleburger, who interpreted the 
'ypoem  Still I  Rise._________
SPRING BREAK
PARTY DESTINATIONS 
CANCUN *"> $469 
DAYTONA (tom $109 ,
App£c<±>ia lo o t  and Mrvio* crio&at rvo* in c kxto r
BEST PRICE GUARANTEED
1 (800) 265-4654
T R A V E L  F R E E
EARN BIG $$$$  AND FREE TRAVEL
Onuntoc ■ atudent group to one of our holiday locational
cCb*
rN ^ ‘
By Steven Nicolet 
Guest Writer
Volunteer GVSU! in coop­
eration w ith the Student 
Foundation, designed a spe­
cial seniors program at the 
beginning of the year.
The goal of the program is 
to further relations between 
students and the m ature 
members of our community.
The seniors program has 
already done many things, 
such as their Holiday Pals 
program.
In the Holiday Pals pro­
gram , elem entary-aged 
school children make and 
exchange cards with senior 
citizens. The program has
?roved to be a success so far. he children, as well as the
seniors, love it.
On February 10,1993, the 
seniors program will host 
the "Seniors Prom". This 
event, held in the Kirkhof 
Center, will feature d ancing, 
music, and refreshments for 
the older citizens of our 
community.
The "Seniors Prom" is a 
large and difficult program 
to coordinate. Any help from 
other organizations would 
be appreciated. Remember 
that it is not too early or late 
to get involved, and that it is 
very important to continue 
building relations with the 
seniors in our area.
If you as an individual or 
organization/group would 
like m ore inform ation, 
please contactSteven Nicolet 
in the volunteer center at895- 
2363
Meet the Chapter 
on these dates:
Wednesday: Jan 20 • 9:30-11pm Kleiner B 
Thursday: Jan 21 • 11-1 Kleiner A 
Monday: Jan 25 • 9:30-11 EC 2nd Floor 
Tuesday: Jan 26 • 9:30-11 Portside 
Friday: Jan 29 • 10-11:45Ice Skating Party.
W I N T E R
Students may sign up for these seminars at the Career 
Planning & Counseling Center, located a t 152 Commons. 
S taff members are available from 8am to 8pm on 
Monday,and from 8am to 5pm Tuesday through Friday. 
Phone 895-3266.
Study Skills
Date: Tues. Ja n . 26 lim e: 4-5pm 
Place: Kleiner Commoms A 
Group Leader: Dan Dillingham
Time Management for Returning Adult Students
Date: Thurs. Ja n . 28 Time: 2-3pm 
Place: 152 Commons 
Group Leader: John Zaugra
Planning for Graduate A Professional Education
Date: Mon. Feb. 1 Time: 4:30-6:30pm 
Place: Kleiner Commons B 
Group Leader: John Zaugra
Preparations for the GRE
Date: Mon. Feb. 8 & 15 Time: 4-5pm 
Place: Kleiner Commons B 
Group Leader: John Zaugra
Dressing Up the Naked Essay
Date: Thurs. April 8 Time: 7-8:30pm 
Place: Kirkhof-Portside 
Group Leader: Dan Dillingham
Does Eating Terrify You?
Date: begins Mon. Feb. 1 Time: 3-4:30pm 
Place: 152 Commons 
Group Leader: Pam Hachet
Men's Group
Date: begins Mon. Feb. 1 Time: 4:30-6pm 
Place: 152 Commons
Group Leaders: Wayne Kinzie & Gary Beyer
Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse
Date: begins Tues. Feb. 2 Time: 3-4:30pm
Place: 152 Commons
Group Leader: Mary Wass ink
Gay A le sb ia n Support Group  
Date: begins Wed. Feb. 3 Time: 3:30-5pm 
Place: 152 Commons
Group Leaders: Mary Was sink A Gary Beyer
fC«teteh«iPnpteGVNJ.
1 9  9  3Seminars
Seasonal Blues
Date: Wed. Feb. 3 & 10 Time: 2-3pm 
Place: 152 Commons 
Group Leader: John Biggio
Stress Management
Date: Thurs. Feb. 4 Time: 3-5pm 
Place: 152 Commons 
Group Leader: Wayne Kinzie
Speech Anxiety
Date: Wed. Feb. 10 Time: 3-4pm 
Place: Kleiner Commons B 
Group Leader: Virginia Stamler
Living with Cultural Differences
Date: Wed. Feb. 17 Time: 2-3pm 
Place: Kleiner Commons B 
Group Leaders: H arriet Singleton & John Zaugra
Parent Effectiveness
Date: Thurs. Feb. 18 & 25 Time: 9-10am 
Place: 152 Commons 
Group Leader: Diana Pace
H1V/AIDS Support Group
Date: begins Wed. Feb. 3 Time: 2-3pm 
Place: 152 Commons 
Group Leader: Diana Pace
Racially Mixed Families
Date: begins Thurs. Feb. 4 Time: 2-3pm
Place: 152 Commons
Group Leader: Harriet Singleton
African-American Women: A support Group 
for Sisters
Date: begins Thurs. Feb. 11 Time: 3-5pm 
Place: Kleiner Commons B 
Group Leader: Harriet Singleton
Relationships
Date: begins Thurs. Feb. 11 Time: 3:30-5pm 
Place: 152 Commons
Group Leaders: Mary Wassink A John Biggio
The B-52's cruise in local concert
The B-52's belt out one o f there hit songs "Hot Pants" for a capacity crowd at Devos Hall
PHOTO BY ERIC HOLLADAY
By Erik Holladay 
Photo Editor
It was like a big 
retro radioactive 
dream. I d o n 't 
usually want to see 
the B-52's by choice 
since I am a goatee- 
sporting, closet- 
f la n n e l-w e a rin g , 
h e a d b a n g i n g ,  
alternative m usic 
lover. This time I 
thoughtl was getting 
even by dragging 
along a sporto rap 
lover and an artsy- 
fartsy alternative 
lover.
I shoved everyone 
in the car and off we 
went to w hat I 
thought would be a 
torture of a concert 
Actually the night 
surprised us.
The show started off with the 
openingband, the Julian Hatfield 
Three. Pmsony, butljust couldn't 
stand i t  They came across as a 
really bad-sounding Nirvana 
with the lead singer from 10,000 
Maniacs with a really bad cold on 
the vocals. On the good side, they 
did have some interesting lyrics 
in a couple of their songs. One 
was "I Hate My Sister" and 
another was 'T m  Ugly with a 
Capital U."
After the pain in my ears went 
away, on came the B-52's. The 
crowd went wild as they started 
their set with "Intergalatical Outer 
Space Being" and "Hot Pants."
But before I continue with the 
music, let's not forget the splen- 
dorand mix of thewhattheB-52's 
were working with—the stage; it 
was incredible.
A large wave-like thing backed
thestage with protruding lighted 
poles spread throughout i t  The 
lighting system was made up of 
a moving structure that moved 
up and down over die stage, 
flooding it with various colors 
and gobs o f strobe lights. 
Included in thisvisual tidal wave 
were images that were projected 
on die back of the stage and were 
set to coincide with die songs 
that were being performed.
The first couple of songs had 
the crowd flailing their aims and 
jumping on the seats but after 
that there seemed to be a lull in 
the concert as things calmed 
dow nalitdebit
That is until the B-52's came 
back w ith the pow erful 
threesome: "Cosm ic Thing," 
"Roam," and "Good Stuff." The 
crowd came alive and started to 
beg for more.
Suddenly som ething 
happened that scared the hair 
right off my face. I was actually 
tappingmyfoot. Itwas horrible, 
I was enjoying the concert 
(shudder, shiver). I looked at rap 
girl and artsy-fartsy  in 
amazement as they shared die 
same moment.
The B-52's abrupdy ended the 
concert and left die stage. Hie 
crowd went wild, hooting and 
whistling screaming for an 
encore. And the B-52's gladly 
obliged by blowing away die 
Devos Hall crowd w ith a 
stupendous version of "Love 
Shack."
Then, yet again, the B-52's left 
thestage; again the crowd started 
yowling for an encore. The B- 
52's appeared back before their 
faithful throngs, closing the show 
and driving die crowd to a frenzy
with their perform ance of 
"Rocklobster."
Someofthemoreadoringfans 
leapt on stage and w ere 
prompdy flung bodily from the 
stage. A warm fuzzyspreadover 
my body and a small chuckle 
rose in my throat as I saw forms 
fly from the stage.
Then the B-52'sstarted trying 
to pull the people back on stage 
and that's when security started 
togetalittleout-of-hand.TheB- 
52's handled it well by dogging 
the security men and mocking 
the balding guy who seemed to 
beinchaige.
All in all, it was an enjoyable 
concert I suggest if they come 
back to town, to take die risk 
and see their concert Their show 
has an enjoyable atmosphere 
and plenty of "Good Stuff' for 
everyone.
Film captures charm of silent screen great
By M el Cronenwett and Beth 
Grienke
News E d itor and 
Entertainment Editor________
B eth : D irector Richard 
A ttenborough, who has 
constructed such past historical 
dramas as Gandhi, has found a 
new love to show to audiences: 
the life of Charles "Charlie" 
Chaplia This new film traces 
the life of the silent movie 
maestro from his childhood of 
poverty in England up through 
his swift climb to fame and 
fortune in America. It includes 
many facts about Chaplin that 
1 had not realized before, 
including that he was exiled 
from the country for several 
years.
Mel: I hadn't realized he 
was so controversial either.
One of the funniest scenes in 
the movie was when Chaplin 
first meets J. Edgar Hoover at 
one of Douglas Fairbank's 
(Kevin Kline) dinner parties.
Chaplin, becoming bored 
with Hoover's droning, sticks 
two forks into two hard bread 
rolls, creating a set of dancing 
legs, At the same time, he was 
creating an enemy that would
wait for him to make a mistake.
Beth: Chariie'sbrother,Syd, 
and friend, Fairbanks, warn 
him throughout to watchout 
for tiie enemies he is making
but C harlie  ignores their 
warnings. In the end, he falls 
into a trap.
The trap is  n ot to tally  
unexpected but on the other 
hand it surprised me. I was so 
enraptured with actor Robert 
Dow ney Jr . 's  version  of 
Chaplin that I did not expect 
what ends up happening to 
him.
I was too busying laughing 
over the excerpts of Chaplin's 
films added to his own comic 
antics in life. Downey is 
captivating and kept me 
occupied away from  the 
possibilities of what could 
happen to Chaplin.
M et Chaplin's whole world 
seemed to be a paradox, a 
moment could be humorous 
and dangerous at the same time 
for him.
When his mother, a singer, 
gets booed and bullied off the 
stage, four-year-old Chaplin 
runs out and charms the rowdy 
audience with a song.
This was a sign of his strength 
and his desire to perform. 
Chaplin made his own choices 
and they paid off for him.
Dow ney had to be so 
disciplined to duplicate the 
Tram p 's stu nts and 
mannerisms. He has really 
matured as an actor. He had to 
fill a large (oversized) pair of 
shoes.
Beth: I don't want to glow 
too much over Robert Downey 
Jr. butfrankly I was blown away 
by his performance in this film. 
While 1 liked him in Soapdish 
and his other pictures, none of 
them prepared me for the 
magnetic, creative power he 
exudes as the silent screen 
genius.
Most of the actors in this film 
w ere ou tstand ing and 
surprising. But I will let Mel 
tell you all about them.
Mel: I was stunned by Kevin 
Kline. His character, Fairbanks, 
was first introduced to the 
movie audience with words of 
ad oration  from  C haplin . 
C harlie said that D ouglas 
Fairbanks was royalty. It was 
easy to see why Chaplin adored 
him so much. He was noble, 
debonair, adventurous and 
straightforward— he was the 
definition of charm. (Lookout 
Andy Garcia!)
Although Chaplin found a 
lifelong friend in Fairbanks, he 
had a m ore d ifficu lt tim e 
finding a woman worthy of 
such devotion. Moira Kelly 
played both those women—  
Chaplin's first love, Hetty, and 
his last love, Oona. I didn't 
even recognize her when she 
appeared on the screen for her 
first role in the movie. She
Please see CHAPLIN, pg. 9
"Scent” smells superb
B yShellieV anD eC reek
Staff Writer
Scentofa Woman is the story 
of a forcefully retired military 
man who sees his only chance 
to live again in a young prep 
school senior.
A1 Pacino plays the angry 
antagonist H e's mad at life 
for taking his sight and his 
career. C hris O 'D onnell 
(School Ties) is the young man 
who finds tiie answer to his 
own problems by spending 
some time with the retired 
colonel.
Charlie (O'Donnell) takes 
a job housesitting and caring 
for the colonel to make his 
airfare home for Christmas. 
He foresees a borin g  
weekend with a cranky old 
man. Boy, is he wrong.
Pacino is superb as the 
colonel. He takes Charlie on 
a little trip to New York where 
he has some very special 
plans. He needs Charlie to 
help m ake his final days 
splendid. He wants to live 
and eat in  style as he did 
before his blindness. He also 
wants to be with women. He 
loves women.
A lthough som e people 
could  tak e  the co lo n el's  
attitude tow ards women 
offensive (he talks about 
Please see SCENT, pg-9 .
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Space shows successfully descend on television
By Beth Grienke 
Entertainment Editor
Star Trek The Next Generation 
has been very successful. 
Television networks has taken 
note that yes, Virginia, science 
fiction can gain viewers and 
make money on TV.
Thus, several new science 
fiction seriesare being brought 
on to try and capture some of 
the gold die Next Generation 
found.
Space Rangers: (CBS series, 
Wednesdays at 8 p.m.)
Silly, goofy, outright stupid. 
Tliis series ran its premiere on 
Jan. 4. It looked more like a 
cartoon fantasy with lots of 
dough spent but none 
apparently to purchase a 
dialogue with brains included.
Too bad the classy, award- 
winner Linda Hunt ended up 
in this mess. I hope her pay is 
extraordinary. I doubt if the 
show will last to the next warp 
transport, let alone another 
season.
Star Trek Deep Space Nine: 
(Syndicated; locally shown on 
Fox 17, Sundays at 6 p. m.)
The two-hour premiere aired 
recently on local Fox station 
channell7.1 taped the episode 
and was glad afterwards that I 
had. The producers of Star 
Trek: The Next G eneration, 
produced an enticing package 
worthy of the Star Trek name.
1 had my misgivings before 
the show. I had heard that it 
was going to "experiment" 
with Gene R oddenberry 's 
formula and create a future 
with less perfection than the i 
N ext G eneration has \ 
portrayed. This time around j 
the crew would not necessarily | 
get along.
Veteran actor, Avery Brooks 
(Hawk on Spencer For Hire), is i; 
at the helm of the space station | 
Deep Space Nine. He plays | 
the role of Com m ander | 
Benjamin Sisko. Sisko is a | 
more emotional leader than | 
Picard but less so than Captain | 
James T. Kirk.
It is fitting that the newest § 
Star Trek series should | 
combine the emotional drive | 
of Kirk with the more reserved I 
wisdom of Picard.
The prem iere of DS9 
depicted the clean-up and set­
up of the Bajoran station after 
the Cardassians had left it. 
Sisko and the Federation staff 
are instructed to help the 
Bajorans rebuild their world.
New financial possibilities as 
well as political problems arise 
with the discovery of a nearby 
wormhole, the first stable one 
of its kind.
I only hope that television 
stations and Rick Berman and 
M ichael F ille r , who are 
producers for bothDS9and The 
Next Generation, do not leave 
Next Gen. by the wayside in 
their eagerness to promote the 
newer of the two series.
Other Ones To Watch For:
Time TRAX ( Syndicated; lo­
cally shown on Fox 17, Mon­
days at 8 p.m.):
The worst criminals from the 
year 2193 have escaped by 
coming back to 1993. Their 
leader is an evil-m inded 
physicist named Dr. Mordicai 
Sahmbi (Peter Donat).
A law-enforcement officer 
also from their era, Darien 
Lambert (Dale Midkiff), travels 
back from the present to track 
them down.
Time TRAX is an acronym 
for Trans-Time Research and 
Experimentation. The hero has 
a holographic sidekick named 
S E L M A  — S p e c i f i e d  
Encapsulated Limited Memory 
Archive. SELMA has been 
compared to a female version 
of Spock.
Prediction: Maybe worth a 
look. The set-up sounds simi­
lar to Quantum Leap which has 
been turning out excellent 
quality shows for several sea­
sons now.
Seaquest (NBC, to debut next 
fall):
This project is a creation of 
Steven Spielberg. By 2018, 
mankind has turned to the un­
dersea frontier for new discov­
eries. The Seaquest is a huge 
submarine that explores the 
murky depths and the under­
sea colonies that exist there.
P red ictio n : W ith  Roy
Scheider on the cast list and 
Spielberg's cash backing, this 
onehasadefiniteheadstartover 
its competition. Still, I have my 
reservations. Spielberg's other 
television projects (ex. Amazing 
Stories) have not been very suc­
cessful, proving that his visions 
may not work as well on the 
small screen as they do on the 
large.
Babylon 5 (Syndicated; movie 
special on Feb. 22):
This one has some definite 
potential and is the next science 
fiction that I am keenly antici­
pating.
Babylon 5 is a five mile long 
space station. Its purpose is 
something like an intergalactic
United Nations.
It could have been called 
Babylon 1 ,2 ,3  or 4 but is called 
5 because it is the only one re­
maining after the first three 
space stations of its kind were 
destroyed and the fourth dis­
appeared.
Theheroicleaderofthegroup 
is Commander Jeffrey Sinclair 
(M ichael O 'H are). O ther 
members of his staff include: 
Lt. Laurel Takashima (Tamlyn 
Tomita), Security Chief Michael 
Garibaldi (Jerry Doyle), and Dr. 
Beniamin Kyle (Johnny Sekka).
The "dark" side of the show
centers upon A m bassador 
G'Kar (Andreas Katsulas) who 
is angry about supposed in­
sults to the people from his 
colony, as well as a mysterious 
hitm an who infiltrates the 
Babylon 5  space station. Deep 
Space Nine and Babylon 5 have 
been quarreling over common 
elements in their plotlines. 
Prediction: Tim e will tell 
whether this series is as good 
as its rival. The technology 
looks first rate from the pictures 
I have seen. Hopefully, the 
dialogue and stories will be as 
clever and well-planned out.
4290 Like Michigan Drive, NW Grind Rspids. Michigan 49504 Telephone (616)453 -1270
Accessories
I Located Across 
I from McDonalds in 
Standale
-  ,n 4 o * s ?to r
L o tu s  fo r  W in d o w s .
?Questions about Software?
Talk To a Professional at the 
University Bookstore.
John Cook from Douglas Stewart Software will be here to demonstrate and answer questions about several major packages.
D em onstration  a n d  P rizes  
M onday; Ja n u a ry  2 5  
10a.m . - 3v.m .
U N I V E R S I T Y
B O O K S T O R E
MV SMALL APAWM£nT  DlO 
MA*£ ME F C C L  B IS
cweckTkte space
AT CAMPUS VIEW Q
CAMPUS vt&t/ AWXM&ttS
SPACE. AVAlLABcC.
CM-L &Y5-IM7S
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Unless you 're a hermit, 
and don't get out much, you 
enjoy thebig screen and have 
seen  m o st o f  the good 
movies. Forasm u ch  as we 
do like to drop 20 bucks fora 
show and some com, some 
o f us find a few flicks a little 
for fetched.
Now I did enjoy all o f the 
Ind ian a Jo n e s  flick s . 
Harrison Fbrd w asgrittyyet 
smooth, unshavenly charm- 
and fearless- except
around snakes which usually 
provoked a stool sample.
He was cool and all, but 
something, .^abouthis name. 
Excuse me, but I've been to 
Indiana and I m etno one that 
impressed me as tough, intel­
lectual and adventuring. Do 
you remember how Indiana 
Jones drove? That's the only 
reason! can come up with for 
his name. Hoosiers are the 
worst drivers in the countiy!
Did you  ever see those 
Sherlock Holm es m ovies? 
Punny-As-Hellf As the mys­
tery would come to a dose, 
Sherlock would nam e the 
killer. When Watson inquired 
about the proof, what would 
Hohnessay? "IFselementaiy, 
m y dear W atson." I  just 
wanted to see Watson kick 
the crap out of him for that—  
"Yea! Well in  elementary 
school, I  learned to beat up 
nerds like you!"
Beyond the big screen, TV 
has an ever-changing kalei­
doscope inentertainment. It's 
called the talk show. Leno 
sucks. A rsenio sucks. 
Geraldo sucks through a 
deviated septum . Oprah 
suckstwinkiesi DennisMiller 
gave all new meaning to the 
term "falling star/'
But U ttennan is different. 
Heisconsistentlyfunnyevery 
night. He is one of my three 
comedy gods. Lettenmanhas 
that nanosecond wittiness that 
can scorch flesh.
Chevy Chase has the best 
facial expressions. Everyone 
of his movies are4 stars. (For 
a good one, ren t M odern 
JProWems.) Lastly,BugsBunny 
could screw with people's 
minds to thepoint of insanity. 
He wasrude,obnoxious,loud, 
and fantastically smooth.
Nowsincel'vebeenlabeled 
a headbanger by certa in
country enthusiasts (which 1 
deny), and since I'm on the 
worship warpath, I'd like to 
praise the greatest band of all 
time: Led Zeppelin. They are 
theonlyband thatcould play 
every form of music fearlessly.
And we all know that all 
rock bands are not created 
equal. Def Leppard's missing 
a few parts. Alice in Chains 
missed a  few Bible lessons. 
Nirvana could use "a little 
Finesse." Maybe a shampoo, 
too. And whoa! Jon Bon Jo vi 
took a big step, huh? He 
dropped tire nasty long hair 
fo r the neo-rooster-Rod 
Stewart look. Here's to ya' 
Jon!
When the 17and 18 century 
artistspaintedreligiousworks 
o f  "M adonna and Christ 
child," I don't think they had 
tire leather teddy, nasty, dirty, 
trampy, pop singer/actress/ 
opinion leader/author of the
same name in mind.
Does anybody remember 
when she was "clean?" 
Back w hen  she sang 
"Lucky Star" and other 
uncontroversial favorites. 
Then it turned into "Papa 
Don't Preach- the condom 
broke." And thelovely peep 
show video where it seems 
she takes a kid home with 
her. Then some convoluted 
mermaid thing where she 
(surprise!) ends up with 
another kid. N ext, she 
burns crosses and (no big 
deal) kisses Jesus. I can only 
hop e th e  m asturbation  
scene on Truth or Dare is 
the highlight of her nasti­
ness. These are not to 
m ention her fine acting 
a b ility , o r  h er w ritten  
command of the English 
language. She learned the 
secret Nasty sells!
Just read me!
CHAPLIN, from pg. 7 -------------
broughtagen tie presence to both 
characteis.inoontrasttoChaplin's 
energy.
Beth: The film was equally fair 
in its portrayal of Chaplin'sfaults 
aswellashisattributes. The setup 
of the story is based onafictional 
character, George, who is going 
over the manuscript of Chaplin's 
autobiography.
Anthony Hopkins is likable as 
George—the force propelling 
Charlie to remember back 
through the days past of his life. 
Georgehashimtoexplainsections 
of the script that appear vague.
He is not afraid to point out 
Chaplin'sfaults,indudingtheone 
responsible for his downfall: all 
his life he "bedded down with 
babies."
Charles Chaplin was attracted
tothesedudivecharmsoffemales
who often happened to be 
underage. In fart, one of them, 
Paulette Goddard (Diane Lane), 
mentions upon meeting for tire 
first time that she is probably too
old for him because she is ZL
Mel: Unfortunately forChaplin, 
thosebabiesoftenweren'tinnocent, 
but were conniving and took 
advantage of him.
Hiked Lane'scharacter. She just 
couldn't compete with his work.
But most of the other women he 
becam e involved with were 
psychotic. But Chaplin was used 
to psycho tics;theyraninhisfamily. 
Maybe not used to them, his 
difficulty in handling his manic 
mother was a focus in the movie.
Ironically, the part of Chaplin's 
mother was played by Geraldine 
Chaplin, Charlie'sdaughter in real 
life.
Beth: I liked that touch of 
drawing real life into the movie by 
having his daughter act in i t  It is 
just one more detail illustrating the 
care and authenticity that was 
brought into making this picture.
Attenborough's Chaplin is 
passionate and intelligent The 
cinematography is superb.
The film is sphced together with
footage of Downey as the Tramp 
as well as actual footage from 
Chaplin'spictures. Thefabricated
footageisextremdywell-doneand
I had a difficult time during some 
of the film distinguishing which 
was really Charlie and which was 
Robert Downey Jr.
Attenborough isoneofthemore 
authenticfilm historians currently 
making movies. His version of 
Gandhi was stupendous. It 
managed to avoid any uproars 
over faulty information while still 
showing new looks into the 
persona of a legendary figure.
In this film, as well, 
Attenborough has managed to 
portray a fairly accurate, 
noncontroversial account of 
another legend, Chaplin, while 
iUuminatingthe picture of the man 
behind the genius who remains a 
well-known name even today.
Mel&BetleRatingsaredifficult 
to label on this film. Itmaynotbe 
action-oriented enough for some 
Die-Hard/Rambo fans.
★  ★  ★ ★
+ Plasm a Donors Needed! *
For more information call or come by:
Sera-Tec B io log icals
1973 So. Division (Corner of Burton) 
( 6 1 6 ) 2 4 1 - 6 3 3 5
To Qualify you must: Benefits include:
• Be 18 years old.
•FREE physical on first donation.
•Be in good health.
•Cash for every donation.
•Present local valid ID.
•Have a Social Security card.
★  HELP SAVE LIVES! ★
Receive $15 per donation at a maximum 
of two donations per week.
Hours: Tues-Fri 7am - 5pm
SCENT, from pg. 7 
almost nothing but their 
bod ies and sex), it  is 
apparent that he has the 
highest respect for them, 
alm ost to the point of 
worship. Because he can't 
see, he notices beautiful 
womenby their smell, hence 
the title.
For Charlie, this film is a 
coming of age drama. He 
must reexamine his views 
on many things, including 
h is friends and school.
Somewhere along the line, 
Charlie learns what integrity 
is all about He also learns to 
love the colonel no matter 
how rude, overbearing and 
obnoxious he can become.
The relationship which 
develops between these two, 
gives the film substance and 
depth not really expected. It 
is an extraordinary story. 
You will not find a better 
performance by an actor than 
Pacino as the colonel.
Rating: 85
® 5 tu d io  28
20 screens • a Jack Loeks Theatre 
1350 28TH ST., S.W. • Ph. 538 8760
The Lowest Student Prices in Town! (With College ID)
Studio 28 Evenings $450 Matinees $3.00
Starts Friday
Used People (PG13) Shiiiey MacLaine, Kathy Bates,
Jessica Tandy, Marcello Mastroianni (1/22)
Lorenzo’s Oil (PG13) Nick Nolle, Susan Sarandon 
Aspen Extreme (PG13) Paul Gross, Pete Berg 
Hexed (R) Arye Gross, Claudia Christian, Norman Fell 
Knight Moves (R) Christopher Lambert, Diane LaneNow Showing
Alive (R) Ethan Hawke, Vincent Spano 
Body of Evidence (R) Madonna, Willem Dafoe,
Joe Mantegna, Anne Archer 
Nowhere to Run (R) Jean-Claude Van Damme 
Chaplin (PG13) Robert Downy Jr., Dan Aykroyd, Kevin Kline 
Scent of a Woman (R) A1 Pacino, Chris O’Donnell 
Leap of Faith (PG13) Steve Martin, Debra Winger 
Toys (PG13) Robin Williams, Joan Cusack, LL. Cool J 
Forever Young (PG) Mel Gibson, Jamie Lee Curtis 
A Few Good Men (R) Tom Cruise, Jack Nicholson,
Demi Moore, Kevin Bacon, Kiefer Sutherland 
The Distinguished Gentleman (R) Eddie Muiphy 
Aladdin (G) Animated, voice of Robin Williams 
The Bodyguard (R) Kevin Costner, Whitney Houston 
Home Alone 2: Lost in New York (PG)
Macaulay Culkin, Joe Pesci, Daniel Stem, John HeardComing Soon
Matinee (PG) John Goodman, Cathy Moriarty (1/29)
NaL Lampoon’s Loaded Weapon I (PGi3) Emilio
Estevez, Samuel Jackson, Jon Lovitz, William Shamer Tim Curry (2/5)
999
Alpine Theatre
Call 784-5955 For 
Movies and Showtimes
999
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Men's hoops snag a victory and a defeat
Lakers shooting woes prove to be 
downfall against Ferris
By Alan P. Babbitt 
Staff Writer
The Lakers followed this fa­
miliar pattern when they hosted 
GUAC rival Ferris State last 
Thursday evening at the Field 
House.
Grand Valley struggled from 
the floor in the final 26:29 of the 
contest as the 
B u l l d o g s  
handed the 
Lakers their 
third conference 
loss in six tries 
with a 90-83 de­
cision.
F o r w a r d  
Brent Wichlacz 
helped lead GVSU to a 36-26 
lead at the 6:29 mark of die first 
half. Wichlacz scored 15 of his 
17 first half points during this 
time.
Ferris appeared to seize con­
trol from this point of the game 
with their full-court defense and 
batded back to take a slim two- 
point lead (42-40) going into 
halftime.
'T or the first time in a couple 
of weeks, we lost our compo­
sure on the press," Villemure
explained. "W e lost our spacing, which 
allowed Ferris to get into their running 
game and pick some up easy baskets."
T he B u lld og s, led by guard Joe 
Blankenship and center Kevin Oldenburg, 
went on a 14-4 spurt in the first 5^15 of the 
second period to take a 56-4^dead.
After guard Joe Schuitema hit four free 
throws (all from a personal and technical 
foul on Blankenship) to cut Ferris’ lead to
ju s t  64-62,
G rand V alley 
appeared ready 
to take back 
control o f the 
contest 
Just eight sec­
onds after 
S c h u i t e m a 's  
free  throw s 
though, guard Bart Bitner was called for a 
foul tor setting a moving screen on Blan­
kenship.
Blankenship netted both foul shots, and 
GVSU never got closer than two points 
from that point on. Ferris State went 15 of 
18 from the line for the final 7:42 as they 
pulled away for the seven point victory.
Grand Valley could not shake their cold 
shooting blues and shot 36 percent from 
the field in the second half.
Wichlacz ended the day with 28 points 
while Schuitema chipped in 15 for the 
Lakers, who fell to eight and six overall.
"It's been the story o f  our 
season. I f  we shoot the ball well, 
we win. I f we don't, we lose."
-Tom Villemure. 
coach of GVSLTs 
men's basketball team
’-up against Ferns 
P hoto By  A dam  C arroll
Netters fight o ff Northmen for non-conference win
By Alan Babbitt
Staff Writer
The Laker men’s'basketball 
team took a break from toe 
wild, wacky world of the Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference race to travel to 
Midland, Ml, last Saturday to 
face Northwood Institute in a 
non-league match-up.
Grand Valley was not wel­
comed by the Northmen with 
open arms, but they fought
off the pesky hosts for a 80-75 
triumph.
Behind  forw ard Brent 
W ichlacz’s 21 points and 
guard  A lphonso C lark 's 
th ree-p o in ter ju st before 
halftim e, GVSU went into 
their locker room with a 37- 
36 lead.
Northwood came out and 
built a 51-44 lead in the first 
7:57 of the second half.
The Lakers answered the 
Northmen's charge and with
Darryl Gorman'sbasket2:56 
later, they evened the score 
at 57-a ll. Guard Joe 
Schuitema gave the Lakers 
the lead for good at the 8:02 
mark on a three-pointer.
Wichlacz, who scored a 
team-high 31 points, hit a 
short running jumper with 
:16 left in the contest to seal 
the Laker victory.
Grand Valley netted 47 
percent of their shots in the 
second half, an improvement
of 38 percent in the first half.
G uard Aaron W illiam s 
added 14 points in the win 
while Schuitema scored in 
double digits also, with 12 
points.
GVSU im proves to 9-6 
overall and hosts Oakland 
University on Thursday in a 
key conference battle. The 
Lakers w ill then visit 
Hillsdale, the GLIAC leader 
at 5-2, on Saturday to finish 
the week.
Women's basketball ends week on good note
Laker comeback 
falls short
By Tonya Wilholt
Staff Writer
Sometimes it's just the way 
the ball bounces.
The Lady Lakers lost to the 
Ferris State Bulldogs 79-72 last 
Thursday, bringing their record 
to 3-11.
Trailing by 25 at halftime, 
Grand Valley came out like a 
new team in the second half.
"The first half we didn't play 
Grand Valley ball," said Laker 
center Marie Thomas, who led 
the team with 26 points. "The
second half we really played 
the kind of ball we can play."
The Lakers came out of the 
locker room and looked like a 
different team as they went on 
a 17-4 run in the first 5:39 of the 
second half to cut Ferris' lead to 
12.
"It just totally turned around 
during the second half," said 
coach Pat Baker Grzyb. "We 
picked it up defensively, we 
started scoring our baskets, and 
they were missing theirs.
"We had a chance to catch up 
through turnovers and a few 
missed shots. We had three 
opportunities when we were *1
four down to cash in and go 
ahead of them but we didn't 
cash in on any of those situa­
tions."
With ten minutes left in the 
second quarter, the gap be­
tween the Lakers and the Bull­
dogs was reduced to 60-56 as 
Mary Beth Mount tipped the 
ball through the hoop to cap 
off a 14-6 run to cut the lead to 
four.
"We were down by 25 at 
halftime, but then we came out, 
played excellent defense for the 
first ten minutes, cut the lead 
down to six at one point and
We just couldn't come back, 
but our defense picked up," 
Thomas said.
Ferris finally answered the 
Lakers with an 11-4 run to put 
the game out of reach.
Mary Beth Mount led Grand 
Valley with 10 rebounds, and 
Jana Hines had six steals. 
Tiffany Belden led the Lakers 
in three-pointers, scoring on 
four out of six from behind the 
archand had 17 points overall.
"We hit our three-pointers 
when we needed to, and we 
did ins and outs," said Tho­
mas. "That's what the coach 
wanted," said Thomas.
By Tonya Wilholt 
Staff Writer
then we missed a couple shots.
Victory over Northwood builds morale for Lakers
Marie Thomas led the 
Lakers, scoring a game high 
total of 30 points, and 
grabbed 13 rebounds.
Baker Grzyb has a positive 
attitude about the 
remainding season. "Mary 
Munsell, a sophomore point 
guard for us, is stepping for­
ward to be the leader that the 
team needs right now in the
Shelly Koss works through
Ferris defense for the Laker cause.
P hoto By  Nina Bcertman
It was a close game all the 
way, and the Lakers pulled it 
off for the fourth time this 
season.
With a final score of 66-62, 
the Lady Lakers defeated 
Northwood Saturday, bring­
ing the Lakers' season record 
up to 4-11.
"I think morale is up," said 
Laker coach Pat Baker Grzyb. 
"We're ready to put a few 
more wins in the win column.
1 think we're building for the 
future.
"We played excellent de­
fense. I think that was the 
highlight of our game. We try
to keep our opponents below 
sixty-five points and we 
haven't done that very well 
this season."
Both teams struggled to 
shoot well in the first half, 
but Northwood managed to 
take a 32-29 lead at halftime.
The Lakers put together an 
18-7 run at the start of the 
second half, to take a 12 point
lead, which they never relin­
quished.
Northwood answered with 
a run of five straight points to 
cut the lead to seven, but the 
Lakers held off the threat as 
Kathy Anguish and Mary 
Munsell hit four free throws 
at the end of the game to put 
the game away.
point guard position.
"I've been struggling with 
getting leadership in that 
position, but Munsell seems 
to be stepping forward and 
doing a nice job."
Baker Grzyb noted that 
Thomas is the leading scorer 
and rebounder, while 
Please see HOOPS, p. 11.
Swimmers look with confidence
January 20,1993 The Lanthorn Pace 11
to conference battle
By Jackie Fox 
Staff Writer
The eyes of the Laker swim­
ming and diving team are in­
tensely focused ahead to the con­
ference meet
After two weeks of hard prac­
tice foe Lakers had, a simulated 
conference meet
Their meetwas against theciock, 
where individualplaces mattered 
most
Derek Beyer who is dosing in 
on foe Freshman 1000 and 1650 
freestyle record placed first in the 
mile with a time of 1738. Mike 
Fultz placed first in foe freestyle 
with 149.18.
Chad Ramesey placed first in 
the 200 Butterfly with a time of 
2:1337 and third in the 400 LM. 
with a time of 4 4 4 5 1
Coach Dewey Newsome said 
foatfoe performances were better 
than expected and foe swimming 
formatwill help identify potential 
relay teams for conference.
Women's distance swimmer 
AmyDipman continues her at­
tack on foe records and was less 
than a second off of the freshman 
1650 record with her time of 
1923.75.
Tina Higel swam to two first
place finishes in the 400 LM. in 
5:0435and foe200breaststroke in 
238.10.
Sprinter KristiSosnowski swam 
well to place second in foe 100m
Freestyle with a time of 13027.
"From here on out we swim 
against some really good teams," 
Newsome said.
Next weekend foe Lakers goup 
against Albion College.
HOOPS, from p. 10.
Belden has had double figures in 
the last three games.
"Shelley Ross has been play- 
ingmore consistently and giving 
us double figure scoring as of 
late. We need a fourth person to 
step forward like Mary Beth 
Mountand getdoublefiguresfor 
us so we have a solid offensive 
attack," said Baker Grzyb.
"One of thenumberone things 
we want to do right now is zero 
in on our defense and make that 
stronger."
"This is foe roughest season 
I've ever coached,as far as losses 
are concerned, "  said Baker 
Grzyb, who has coached the 
Lakers for fourteen years. 'Tart 
of thathas to do with foefact that 
we're a very young team,"
D O U G 'S  1
SPORTS NUTRITION CENTER
Sportswear# Health Foods 
•  Body Building Supplements 
Diet Aids and Stimulants
WE DEAL LOW  PRICES
1-Fri 9  a m -7  pm  
[ S a t  9  a m -5  p m
666 W . Leonard 
Grand Rapids, Mi 49504
Grand Valley Apartments
Don't Delay Rent Today!!
Grand Valley Apartments Offer:
The largest local apartment complex 
Convenient location, right on the edge of campus 
Well lit sidewalk for the shortest walk to campus 
Energy efficient apartments to reduce your expenses 
Escorts to campus at night 
Secluded, private setting 
Cable T.V. available 
Laundry facilities in each building
A LL APARTMENTS ARE FULLY FURNISHED  
C all 895  •  6351 to fin d  out about THE p la ce to live
Services
is all it1 co sts  to  p lace a  
PERSONAL or ORGANI­
ZATION ad in  th e  c la ss i­
f ie d s  s e c t io n  o f  th e  
Lanthorn. Two dollars will 
get you up to 2 5  w ords, 10 
cen ts per word after th at. 
All classified ads m u st be 
in  the Lanthorn office, on 
the ground floor o f K irkhof 
Center. The deadline for 
classified  m essages Is 5  
p.m . Thursday for the fol­
lowing w eek's edition. 
Standale Trading Company 
Instant C A SK  Buying and 
selling Q ass Rings, Gold, 
Diamonds, Stereos, VCRs, 
Sporting Goods, Guns, 
Instruments, Leathers,
Tools, etc. Buy Back Option 
available. We buy and sell 
anything of value. Next to 
McDonalds in Standale. 
Tuesday through Friday: 
11am to 7pm. Saturday 
10am to 3pm. 453 - 4799 
Learn how to get employers 
to call you. Results 
guaranteed. Free 24 hour 
recorded message. Call 313- 
534-7270. _____________
1 people interested in Air 
Band Pictures inquire at the 
Lanthorn office, 895-3120.
Jobs & Money
CEDAR POINT SUMMER JOBS! 
3500  summer jobs available 
for 1993. Housing available 
for those 18 and older. 
Interviews will be held at 
Grand Valley State University 
in Kirkhof Center- Upper 
Level on Tuesday, January 26 
from 10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
No appointment necessary. 
For more information, call 
419-627-2245. EOE. Cedar 
Point Amusement Park/
Resort Sandusky, Ohio.______
Arthur Victor Painting Inc. is 
looking for branch managers 
for sum m er'93. Experience 
helpful but not necessary; 
Complete training and field 
support High income 
potential 1(800) 775-4745
Bicycle Mechanic Saleshelp 
wanted. Bicycle shop needs 
mechanic - sales people. 
Experience preferred. Call
457-1670.___________________
Delta Zeta Soroity is seeking a 
cleaning person to clean our 
house once a week. If 
interested contact Lisa Fisk as 
895.: 97531 Wage negotiable.
Housing
Word Processing 
Services - Term papers, 
overhead transparencies 
and resumes. 5 mins, 
from GVSU in Jenison. 
457 -1903  ________
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing 
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00 
with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE 
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307 
Dover, DE 19901
Female roommate needed for 
winter semester. Non- 
smoker, Campus West 
Apartments. Call Melissa or 
Andrea 895-7105.
Female roommate needed for 
winter semster, $190 a month, 
G.V. Apts. Call: Gina @ 895- 
9376________________________
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 
NORTHWEST GRAND 
RAPIDS FURNISHED 
HOUSE $225/MONTH 
UTILITIES INCLUDED 
CALL 453-5844
For Sale
COMPUTER FOR SALE 
Packard Bell "Legend 200" 
Hard drive, 5 1/4 ,3  1/2, disk 
drive, color monitor, $550/ 
Best. 895-5908
IBM 8088 Compatible 
Computer For Sale. 5 1/4" & 3 
1/2" Drives. CGA Color 
Monitor and Epson LX-810 
Printer. For More 
Information Call Heidi at 453- 
4152.
GREEKS & CLUBS
$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member ol your (rat 
sorority team club etc 
pitches in |ust one hour 
anO your group can raise 
Si 000 111 lust a lew days'
Plus a chance to earn 
$1,000 for yourself!
No cost No obligation 
1-800-932-0528. ext 65
Resorts
ROMANTIC X-SKI GETAWAY! 
Cozy log cabins with outdoor 
hot tub. $49 - $69 nightly. 
Traverse City Area. Q ose to 
downhill. Gift certificates 
available. Ellis Lake Resorts. 
(616)276 - 9502
Spring Break
SPRING BREAK '93—
Party with the Best!
S. Padre Island from $99 
Cancun Mexico from $424 
Bahamas/Cruise from $269 
join over 1 million partders! 
Call Student Express 
Vacations 
1 -800-TOUR-US A
Personals
To the brothers of SPE:
Every adversity, every failure 
and every heartache carries 
with it the seed of an 
equivalent or greater benefit. 
______________ LOVE, SHEMP
Dear Heather,
Happy Birthday!!! The Big 20, 
life will never be the same.
-Love, Tony
Found:
Ladies' gold bracelet with 
name on it. Can have by 
identifying it. Come to the 
Lanthorn office and ask for
Beth._______________________
Dear H.L.N.,
You are the best! I want you 
to know, you are very 
special. Remember, Dakota 
Loves you Too.
Love,
A.J.A.
Pablo-
Espero que tu semestre es 
bueno. Tengo esperar 
porque no veo a tu ahora, y 
estoy triste. Estas en mi 
prayers.
Tu amiga, Sara
SPRING BREAK
a *
Mon-Stop Air 
Dtocounta -
m Tu h -C M ) 
ActMttoa Program
CANCUN...................  from $429
BAHAMAS...............  from $439
JAMAICA   from $459
DA YTONA»v~e jonwi from $149 
PANAMA CtTY<*~-m from $129
e
For lrt« brochure call
Breakaway Travel 
1-800-862-7325
(Spacing la HrrVradl Col today!)
$424Cancun• 7 n tgh ti resort k x ig r\g
• R ound tnp  mr from Detro it
• Round tnp  irons Io n  ■ An resort taxes • 
parties  • Free mco0 ho m e '
South
Padre Island
HW. Prom
$99
• 5 nights resort todgmg (7 nights etso #vxrf- 
M>le) • Roundtnp motorcooch avertable
• free w tndsuA ng  • tree sailing  • AH resort 
taxes ■ Free be act1 p arties - Free ‘can ho m e '
• R ound tnp a ir from Chicago to Harlingen  
TX tor $280
C nO oofltf Prom  |
$299 I
Bahamas 
Cruise
• 5 nights resort lodgmg
• Round tnp  2  day cruise from  F I Lauderdale
• lu x u ry  B eachfront Location- F ree meats 
cxi ship - A t  resort taxes- - Free parties
Join Over 1 UMIIon Students on 
Spring B rook *W
F o r m o re  in fo rm a t io n  & re se rv a t io n s .
C a ll to d a y
1-800-TOUR-USA
(I  800  868 7872)
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Harriers see a busy weekend of wins and losses
Fresh start pays 
o ff (or Lakers
By Mike Amey
Staff Writer
Sometimes a little break in the 
action isall you need. It was for 
the Laker women's track team 
Friday, as they took first at the 
Grand Valley Challenge.
"After a month layoff, I was 
really proud of their perfor­
mance," commented coach Gary 
Martin. *
Martin had plenty to be proud 
of, as the Lakers had 13 top three 
finishes en route to winning the 
meet in the Field House.
Kelly Oberlin, a transfer from 
Hillsdale, automatically quali­
fied for ratwnate in the high jump 
by reaching a height of 5-81/ 4 .
"She's strong. I can see her 
goinghopefully six feet," praised 
Martin.
Senior TamieGipealso started 
the season strong, taking first in 
theshotputwithatossof43-13/ 
4 .
Kerry Randolph took third in 
fire long jump, leaping 15 -11.
Three Lakers ran in the finals 
for the5000meter run, with Jenny 
Bellamy taking third with a time 
of 195538, Becky Bennett fifth 
with 2135.00 and Erin Hawkes 
sixth at 23:1959.
The same occurred in the 1500
meter as Teri Osborn's 5:1353 
took fourth, Wendy Proos took 
fifth with 5:25.40 and Wendy 
Wahl took sixth at 5:26.19.
In the 50 meter hurdles, Kelly 
Beschoner grabbed fourth with 
a time of 8.26 seconds and Amy 
Jones finished sixth at 8.68.
Julie Bos took third in the 400 
meter, runninga time of 1:03.48 
and Sandy Wagner crossed the 
line just behind with a time of 
1:0351.
Beschoner and Jones again 
placed in the600meter in third 
and fifth, respectively. 
Beschoner's time was 1:47.16 
and Jones ran it in 2:02.00.
In die 50 meter dash, Kandi 
Kent grabbed third with a time 
of 6 8 6  and Kenesha Bryant ran 
a 7.06 for fifth place.
Vicki Vansteinvoom took 
second in the 800 meter with a 
time of 2:31.91 while Laker 
teammate Christy Mele took 
fifth with a time of 23655.
Four Lakers placed in the 1000 
meter run, takingtiiird through 
sixth. Proos led the chase, tak­
ing third witha time of 3:21.66, 
followed by Wahl's 3:22.46, Jill 
Rosen, who ran a 332.41 and 
Amber Holmes rounded it out 
with a time of 334.98.
In die 200 meter, Kent took 
second, witha timeof 27.19 and 
Julie Bos grabbed fifth with a 
time of 27.94.
Both of the 1600 meter re la^
teams placed for the Lakers, 
taking both first and second 
place.
"Everybody threw,ran,and 
jumped tired this week, and it 
was just part of our training. 
Thekey dung is just to be fresh 
for this week when we nut
against Ferris State and Hills­
dale," explained Martin.
The outlook for die confer­
ence this season is up in die air 
according to Martin.
"This is die tightest it'll ever 
be. Right now, we don't know 
who can win it, so Friday is
Lakers get run over by Broncos
very important because we get 
to see who gels theupper hand," 
said Martin.
Thisyear's captains are Gipe, 
a senior, and Kent and Wahl, 
both sophomores.
Martin also added,"We've 
got a very young team, so the 
future's great for u s."
By Mtike Amey 
Staff Writer
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Live's Hans and Franz have to 
say if they saw last Thursday's 
basketball game against Ferris 
State?
Here's what I dunk it might 
sound like:
'1 am Hans."
"And I am Franz."
"And we're here to (clap) 
pump you up."
"You know, we were watch­
ing the Lakers the other day, 
and we just couldn't help but 
notice Grand Valley's burly 
men were getting outmuscled
"Yeah, you know l can't un­
derstand why the Lakers were 
playing like little girly men."
If anyone was at the game, 
Thursday's 90-81 loss at the 
hands of rival Ferris State, 
you'd know what I was talking 
about Every time there was a 
loose ball to be had, it seemed 
to fall into the hands of the 
Bulldogs.
The Lakers were dominated 
by the inside play of Kevin 
Oldenberg, who outmuscled 
the Lakers for 16 defensive re-
Anybody get the number of 
that truck that ran dirough the 
Laker Field House Friday? It 
might have been the Western 
Michigan Broncos, but nobody 
got a very good look at the 
front of them.
“It was a great learning expe­
rience. Western Michigan is a 
good Division I team, and so 
we have to run against teams 
like that to humble ourselves 
and know what we have to do," 
said coach Gary Martin.
WMU took first in 16 of the 
18 events, and easily won the 
meet as they outdistanced Tri- 
State University and Grand 
Valley by over 200 points.
Randy Kloss, ranked second 
in the GLIAC, took second in 
the shotput for the Lakers with 
a toss of 45-13/4.
Mike Behie grabbed fifth in 
the high jump as he reached 6 - 
4.
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bounds, or three less than Grand 
V alleys total defensive re ­
bounds, which clinched the 
game late, when Grand Valley's 
shooting went cold for a stretch 
during the second half.
Without a doubt, the Lakers 
have much more talent at the 
guards than any other team in 
the conference, with exception 
to maybe Northern Michigan, 
which can nail the three-ball 
with anybody, but size is a big 
problem for the Lakers whose 
tallest regular is 6'T  Scott Un­
derhill.
Coach Tom Villemure has 
conceded that the Lakers won't 
win to often when the shooting 
goes cold. When shooting does 
go cold, as it has, and it will 
again in the future, as that is the 
way of perim eter shooting 
teams, it is up to the big men to 
be there for the rebound. Sec­
ond chance opportunities have 
killed Grand Valley this year. If 
they think that shooting the 
three is going to make up for 
that, they're wrong.
Good teams like Ferris and 
Northern are going to make it
In the pole vault, Jam es 
Mauer took fourth for the 
Lakers as he flew up 13 feet.
GVSU took third, sixth, and 
seventh in the 800meter relay, 
with times of 1 3 6 5 2 ,1 3 9 .7 5 , 
and 1:42.12.
Nick White finished fourth 
fertile Lakers in the 1500meter 
with a time of 4:11.00, and 
Mauer, Steve Nederveld, and 
Dedrick Martin placed in the 
50 meter hurdles.
Mauer took second with a 
time of 7.01 seconds, barely 
beating N ed erveld 's 7.03. 
Martin took fifth with a time 
of 735  seconds.
Mike Mull grabbed a Laker 
third in the 400 meter, with a 
time of 52.62 seconds, and 
White closed out the GV plac- 
ings in individual events with 
a third place finish in the 800 
meter run w ith a time of 
2:02.02.
"W e ran some-great times. 
Our team has depth this year, 
but again, we have a young
tough to get an open outside 
shot when they know they 
don't have to help inside de­
fensively, which leads me to 
my next point. Only 16 points 
camefromGrand Valley's three 
post players. When the ball 
does go to the post, it is a rare 
occasion when a strong move 
is made to score. The only way 
to free up the guards to get 
open shots more often is when 
the post players contribute and 
hold the defense in check.
It almost seems like Grand 
Valley plays without any pas­
sion. Rarely do you see anyone 
get excited on the floor about 
anything except a bad call 
which doesn't get you any­
where with the officials, any­
way. The difference is the 
amount of desire, not height. 
The other team just wants the 
ball more. You can see it in 
their eyes.
team. W e're a couple years 
away," commented Martin.
"W e came in a little nervous, 
wondering how we were go­
ing to run, but I think they per­
formed very well. Again, we 
just have to see what we can 
do," Martin explained.
"W e've got a lot of guys on 
the team and once we start 
clicking, it's going to be great," 
he continued.
The captains of this year’s 
team are sophomore Tony Ar­
mour and junior Pat Bruce.
Martin looks to them along 
w ith  N ederveld, M ull and 
Mauer to step forward this sea­
son.
Martin sees Hillsdale as the 
frontrunner thisyear in the race 
for the conference title.
The Laker track team is at 
home this Friday night as they 
host the Grand Valley Invita­
tio n al, w hich will feature 
H illsdale and traditionally 
strong Ferris State along with 
the Lakers.
Not to dwell on the past, but 
Charlie Mandt had that look 
last year, when he went for a 
rebound. He kept his eyes fo­
cused on that ball as if it were a 
million bucks, he wasn't going 
to let anyone take it from him. 
He wanted it.
If the Lakers plan on being 
serious contenders for the con­
ference this year, they had bet­
ter find that look. No one is 
going to hand you the ball just 
because you're the two-time 
defending champs.
If anything they want it more 
now than last year. They are 
going to do anything they can 
to get the ball.
It's time for the big men to 
contribute to the team. If the 
starters can't, then it7s time for 
Villemure to find someone who 
will.
Even if it means recruiting 
Hans and Franz.
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